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BETTER FEED QUALITY EQUALS
MORE MILK PRODUCTION

New Holland’s Commitment
The NEW FR Forage Cruiser self-propelled forage harvesters offer innovation and productivity in a  

five-model line from 476 right up to 824 horsepower. New Holland has married industry-leading chopping 

and crop processing performance with outstanding operator comfort and new, efficient engine packages to 

help you make the most of your harvest.

Ultimate Capacity
New Holland knows that throughput is king where forage harvesters are concerned, and that  

owner/operators measure in tons per hour. The largest cutterhead in the business offers exceptionally high 

levels of inertia, and when combined with lots of cutting space, throughput and accuracy are guaranteed. 

Uncompromised throughput is the priority in forage cruiser design to maximize tons per hour.

Best in Class Chop Quality 
It’s a bold statement, but the NEW FR Forage Cruisers more than lives up to the title. Industry-leading 

HydroLoc™ technology ensures constant chop length regardless of crop type and variations in load.  

But, quality is nothing without throughput, and with the industry’s widest and largest crop channel from 

feedrolls to spout flipper, the FR models yield a thin, controlled crop mat for best-in-class chop quality.

Ultra-
Efficient 
Crop 
Processing 
No matter which FR 

model you choose, you 

get industry-leading 

New Holland processing 

efficiency. Large 10-inch 

(250-mm) processing 

rolls are a full 30 inches 

wide—the widest 

available. Wider rolls 

mean more crop can fit 

through the small gap 

for maximum capacity. 

Maximum throughput, 

consistent chop length 

and efficient crop 

processing gives you all 

the right ingredients for 

chopping the highest 

quality feed.

“Your forage is the 
key to production. Our 

haylages have tested 
really well and we’re 

getting a consistent 
cut. Shredlage is right 

where it’s supposed 
to be and our shaker 

tests are all coming 
out. Our production has 
significantly increased. 
The consistency in the 
feed is outstanding.” 

Fustead Holsteins, 
Wausau
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OUR COMMITMENT TO 
OUR CUSTOMERS IS KEY 
Team Swiderski’s Commitment
As an industry leader, Swiderski Equipment continues to focus on providing the best service possible 

to our customers by meeting their needs and exceeding their expectations. That commitment to our 

customers, along with in-depth training and advanced knowledge in hay & forage production and 

forage harvester set-up, has resulted in a team of experts ready to partner with you to maximize your 

harvest and boost your operation’s profitability.

Money in the bank
We know feed quality is the key to production for any operation. Forage quality drives your herd’s 

health and production. Our goal is to help you put more money to your bottom line with higher feed 

quality and lower production costs. 

Done right the first time
You live with your feed for 12 months and only get one shot to maximize quality at harvest. Our 

forage specialists are experts in harvester set-up and take time to understand your operation’s feeding 

goals. We ensure the machine is set-up properly from the get-go, helping you maximize crop harvest 

and storage.

Low 
operating 

costs
Fuel-efficient engines 

and easy maintenance 

lowers your operating 

costs for higher profits. 

Removable panels and 

fully-opening shields 

allow easier access to 

maintenance points 

and the new under-

shield lighting makes 

nighttime maintenance 

and clean up easier.

“Fuel efficiency 
has been huge for 
us. We’ve seen a 
significant increase 
in fuel efficiency and 
the serviceability of 
the machine is very 
easy. We went over 
2 years with virtually 
no downtime, so that’s 
big. We’ve also seen 
a dramatic increase in 
consistent chop quality. 
We’ve had nutritionists 
say it’s some of the best 
feed they’ve seen.” 

Albrecht Family Farms, 
Athens
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There is no time for downtime. 
Our extensively-trained service techs understand the importance of getting your machine back up 

and running as quickly as possible. With New Holland factory training and experience second to 

none, we provide our customers unparalleled 24-hour service support through chopping season.

Service and parts when you need them.
Our parts departments are ready and stocked with the parts you need across our stores.  

With back-up machines on-hand through the season, we’re able to get you  

running as quickly as possible in unforeseen breakdowns. 

PARTNERS YOU CAN RELY ON

FAST & EFFICIENT SERVICE.
WE SET THE STANDARD.

“Length of cut has been 
the biggest thing for us 
with the FR. It’s simple 
to adjust the cut length 
on the go. Downtime is 
critical when chopping 

and it’s been almost 
non-existent for us. Even 
when we did have issues, 

the service techs from 
Swiderski Equipment 

were here within a 
couple of hours to get us 

back up and going.”

Rohan Dairy Farms,  
Bear Creek

Service 
you can 
rely on 
when you 
need it 
most. 
Our goal is to keep 

you up and running 

from the start to 

maximize your harvest 

and profits.
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From our humble beginnings over 90 years ago, Swiderski Equipment has grown to operate one of 

the most valued networks of agriculture equipment sales, parts, service and precision technology with 

outstanding customer service from our 5 store locations. New Holland has been at the forefront of 

the forage harvester market for over half a century, revolutionizing the way you chop with a host 

of pioneering industry firsts. Together, Swiderski Equipment and New Holland are committed to the 

success of our customers and ensuring you maximize production and profitability in your operation.

Visit swiderskiequipment.com or contact a store near you to let us help you decrease operating 

costs, while increasing forage quality and improving production!
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